Virtual reality has been involved in a wide range of academic and commercial applications. It can give users a natural feeling of the environment by creating realistic virtual worlds. Implementing a virtual tour through a model of a tourist area on the web has become fashionable. In this paper, we present a web-based application that allows a user to, walk through, see, and interact with a fully three-dimensional model of the tourist area. Issues regarding navigation and disorientation areaddressed and we suggest a combination of the metro map and an intuitive navigation system. Finally we present a prototype which implements our ideas. The application of VR techniques integrates the visualization and animation of the three dimensional modelling to landscape analysis. The use of the VRML format produces the possibility to obtain some views of the 3D model and to explore it in real time. It is an important goal for the spatial information sciences.
Introduction
The more intensively World Wide Web is used in our daily life, the more strongly people desire for diverse, sophisticated and interactive media types on the WWW. Tourists may desire to plan their trips in advance by selecting tourist attractions by previewing through the WWW. Virtual reality is the digital transposition of real scenes and objects using informatics' technologies; interaction between user and virtual reality is made possible by navigation systems, 3D vision instruments; manipulation objects tools and so on. Interactive 3D graphics on the WWW (Web3D) such as Web-based Virtual Tour become more attractive and demanded.
Virtual reality has been involved in a wide range of academic and commercial applications. It can give users a natural feeling of the environment by creating realistic virtual worlds. Implementing a virtual tour through a model of a tourist area on the web has become fashionable. Even so, there are many problems to be solved [1] .
We present a web-based application that allows a user to, walk through, see, and interact with a fully three-dimensional model of the tourist area. In this paper, we discuss the design of a virtual reality model of tourist attraction or a city. We have also discussed the issues faced during the development of our model. Finally we have presented an analysis of applicability of VRML in such applications.
Vrml2.0 and java
VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) is a language, specifically designed to describe 3D scenes, which has an increasingly number of users as it can be interpreted by a WEB browser [2] . VRML is independent of HTML. It is a language for description of highly interactive three dimensional scenes. Current version 2.0 is called "Moving Worlds" and provides support for easy walk-through virtual scenes, multimedia effects and real-time interaction. Hyperlinks are used either for retrieving and combining parts from another Web sites or for "hyperjump" from one virtual word to another one [3] . The positive features of VRML are:
introducing three-dimensional worlds in natural way platform independence working well over low-bandwidth connections supporting an extensible model VRML models, as Walton (1997) said, provide a convenient way to display different visualizations. Indeed, they provide a good way to publish and embed the graphics within a web-browser. In such models the user may navigate and view the visualizations. VRML allows complex behaviours to be developed, that adapt and change the virtual world. These behaviours may occur external to VRML by a Java applet attached through the EAI; this allows the external applet to send and receive information to control the virtual world.
Interface (EAI) Another way of controlling the VRML world is through the External Authoring Interface. Using VRML libraries, we can control our virtual world with a programming language. And the most commonly used language, which is multi-platform that can also interface with VRML, is JAVA [4] .
By using EAI to bind the data in the Java applet to the VRML world, developers are able to create a compelling cost efficient, cross-platform solution. EAI firstly creates an object reference to the browser, using the methods of that object to locate various nodes which are named using a VRML statement DEF within a scene, once the pointer to a node is obtained [5] .It then creates objects that encapsulate the EventIn and EventOut constructs of that node. Once that is accomplished, manipulating values within a VRML world is accomplished in the same way as SAI. Another feature of EAI is being notified when events are sent from eventOuts of nodes inside the scene. In this case the applet must subclass the EventOutObserver class, and implement the callback() method. The advice() method of EventOut is then passed the EventOutObserver. It permits handling of events from multiple sources, the source being distinguished just according to this value. Thus the applet can be notified once something has happened in the VRML world [6] .
. EAI event transmit mechanism
Design the virtual reality scene
In our virtual model, we provide a fully three-dimensional virtual tour that can be experienced on any operating system and even runs fairly fast over a modem connection. There is no need to install special software; a common VRML viewer embedded into a standard web-browser is sufficient. We have tested the entire system with the Cortona VRML Client Version 4.2 on different platforms.The expanded virtual space provides virtual tourists with free navigation and immersive experience of walking around through the WWW. The system architectures in the tour-guiding system as show fig2.
Fig2. system architectures in the tour-guiding system
3.1Scene graph
Virtual reality is the digital transposition of real scenes and objects using informatics'technologies; interaction between user and virtual reality is made possible by navigation systems, 3D vision instruments, manipulation objects tools and so on. To generate a realistic virtual representation much more than a simple 3D model is needed, which can be as easily interpreted as more realistic is rendered [7] .
VRML2.0 consists of a bunch of objects. While we could type in the vrml code for every object, and many people have, we save time and effort when we will use a tool, called a world builder or modeler, to generate and position the objects in your world [8] .
The first way is use vrml language, we can actually create VRML in a text editor like notepad or vi just like HTML.we can use VRML builder to help us. A VRML builder is a piece of software that allows the user to build interactive 3D objects or environments for the internet in a visual manner through the use of a user friendly interface. As the user creates objects or environments, the software writes the necessary code behind the scenes. Any VRML file may be viewed and edited in a VRML builder. All the basic functions required in constructing an interactive VRML object or environment can be achieved as well as many of the more complex features. Very complex attributes will require the use of the VRML scripting language such as giving an object an intelligent and organic behaviour. VRML builders will provide tools to add scripts to objects so really anything is possible within the limitations of telecommunication technology, computer processing power and the users imagination [9] . Many developing tools are provided to write a VRML file for constructing 3D scene; usually a simple text editor is enough to describe a simple virtual world. The basic steps for creating a VRML file in Max:
Create your geometry Assign Materials, Lighting and Texture Maps and Cameras Make your animations Under "Helpers" on the "Create" Command Panel choose one of the VRML Helper sections Place your VRML nodes in the scene and link them appropriately Select File/Export Export your file as a ".wrl" file Configure the export dialogue box and press OK. Check out your file in your VRML browser You might want to open the file in your text editor at this point as well. You can look at the code, edit and save it and look at it again in the browser. You will often be going back and forth between the browser, the text editor and MAX. An integrated modeler will let us do at least some of the following: Import vrml objects and objects in other 3D file formats Position those objects anywhere in the scene Scale the objects (including stretching and squashing on various axes) Delete, copy, and paste objects or parts of objects Group objects together and ungroup them Color the object, a part of the object, or an individual face or vertex Set transparency and shininess for an object Put an image texture on an object 
3.2Navigation
The first problem is to generate a good (preferablyoptimal) tour path that takes the tour guide through all desired locations without colliding with obstacles in the environment.Navigation is the action taken by the user to change the position and/or orientation of this viewpoint thereby changing the user's view. The browser may allow the user to modify the location and orientation of the viewer in the virtual world using a navigation paradigm. Many different navigation paradigms are possible, depending on the nature of the virtual world and the task the user wishes to perform. For instance, a walking paradigm would be appropriate in an architectural walkthrough application, while a flying paradigm might be better in an application exploring interstellar space. Examination is another common use for VRML, where the world is considered to be a single object which the user wishes to view from many angles and distances [10] .
The browser may allow the user to modify the location and orientation of the viewer in the virtual world using a navigation paradigm. Many different navigation paradigms are possible, depending on the nature of the virtual world and the task the user wishes to perform. For instance, a walking paradigm would be appropriate in an architectural walkthrough application, while a flying paradigm might be better in an application exploring interstellar space. Examination is another common use for VRML, where the world is considered to be a single object which the user wishes to view from many angles and distances.
This system provides two navigation way:
(1) 3d scene provided during the mouse automatic navigation mode. Viewers can through the mouse control his route to the 3d scene free roaming, completely autonomous.
(2) Viewpoint roaming. The former is VRML itself characteristic, the latter is through in VRML define multiple Viewpoint, through the VRML plug-in own Viewpoint roaming function to realize, the advantage is can scan the 3d scene, this route is beforehand set good midway is can't change [11] .
Compilation and example
JavaSoft's JDK 1.3.1 has been used to compile the Java classes [12] . The EAI is using blaxxunClientSDK which is provided by Blaxxun, Inc. For the natural language part, we used NLS API which was developed by the National Library of Medicine. This implementation has been tested on a Windows 98/2000 platform using Internet Explorer 5.0 and 6.0; Netscape 4.75,6.0.
We present here a virtual reality scene roamm, see fi.In our example, we design three modes for navigation which is flight mode, auto car mode and walk mode. In the walk mode, W is for advancing, S representative backward, A representative moves left, D representatives right shift, Z representative rise, X represents decline. See fig3. 
Conclusion
In our virtual model, we provide a fully three-dimensional virtual tour that can be experienced on any operating system and even runs fairly fast over a modem connection. There is no need to install special software; a common VRML viewer embedded into a standard web-browser is sufficient. We have tested the entire system with the Cortona VRML Client Version 4.2 on different platforms.The expanded virtual space provides virtual tourists with free navigation and immersive experience of walking around through the WWW.
Information on the Internet has become richer than ever. A good human-machine interface is the key to presenting information effectively. Virtual reality is one such technology that can potentially change the way people interact with computers. In recent years, VRML has gradually established its position as a standard for distributing 3D virtual scenes on the network. However, for the results to be fruitful, we believe that it is important to add intelligent assistance to the current VRML browsers. In this paper, we describe an implemented system utilizing new features in VRML and path planning algorithms to augment the current VRML browsers with the function of generating customized guided tours. We believe that such a system can serve as a good example of incorporating machine intelligence into virtual reality for providing more convenient human-machine interfaces.
